2019 Texas Collaborative for Healthy Mothers and Babies Summit

January 29 – 30, 2019
AT&T Conference Center, Austin, Texas

To provide an opportunity to learn about issues and initiatives related to the health of mothers and babies, including maternal safety.

Tuesday, January 29

7:30 – 8:30
ZLOTNIK BALLROOM
Registration and Continental Breakfast

8:30 – 8:45
ZLOTNIK BALLROOM
Welcome and overview of event
David Lakey, MD, UT System Office of Population Health
John Hellerstedt, MD, Texas Department of State Health Services
Michael Speer, MD, 2019 Chair, Texas Collaborative for Healthy Mothers and Babies and Professor of Pediatrics and Neonatology, Baylor College of Medicine

8:45 – 9:45
ZLOTNIK BALLROOM
Keynote Presentation
Perinatal Quality Collaboratives: State and National Successes
Elliott Main, MD, Medical Director and Executive Committee Chair, California Maternal Quality Care Collaborative, Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Stanford School of Medicine
Moderator: Michael Speer, MD

9:45 – 10:00
Break

10:00 – 11:00
ZLOTNIK BALLROOM
Panel Discussion – Alliance for Innovation on Maternal Health (AIM)
Development of the AIM Maternal Safety Bundles – Jeanne Mahoney, RN, BSN, ACOG
Texas AIM Experience – Manda Hall, MD, Texas Department of State Health Services
Illinois AIM Experience – Ann Borders, MD, MSc, MPH, University of Chicago Pritzker, School of Medicine
Moderator: Catherine Eppes, MD, MPH
11:00 - 12:00
**ZLOTNIK BALLROOM**

**Panel Discussion - Maternal & Neonatal Levels of Care Designation**
- **Overview** - Eugene Toy, MD, University of Texas Health Science Center - Houston
- **Hospital Perspective** - Emily Briggs, MD, MPH, Texas Medical Association
- **State Perspective** - Elizabeth Stevenson, RN, Texas Department of State Health Services

Moderator: **Patrick Ramsey, MD, MSPH**

12:00 - 12:15
ZLOTNIK BALLROOM

**Presentation - Texas Collaborative for Healthy Mothers and Babies**
David Lakey, MD, UT System Office of Population Health

12:15 - 1:00
**Lunch** - Tejas Dining Room, AT&T Center

1:00 - 1:35
**ZLOTNIK BALLROOM**

**Panel Discussion - Experience with Assessment of Maternal Levels of Care Designation**
- Catherine Eppes, MD, MPH, Ben Taub Hospital
- Christina Davidson, MD, Texas Children’s Hospital
- Patrick Ramsey, MD, MSPH, UT Health Science Center - San Antonio

Moderator: **Moss Hampton, MD**

1:35 - 1:45
**Move to breakout rooms**

1:45 - 2:45
**ZLOTNIK BALLROOM**

**Breakout Session 1: Obstetrics | Panel discussion on experiences with maternal safety bundles in the obstetric setting**
- Maternal Early Warning System - Catherine Eppes, MD, MPH, Ben Taub Hospital
- Hypertension - Ann Borders, MD, MSc, MPH, University of Chicago Pritzker School of Medicine
- Cardiac - Patrick Ramsey, MD, MSPH, University of Texas Health Science Center-San Antonio

Moderator: **Christina Davidson, MD**

1:45-2:45
**CLASSROOM 103**

**Breakout Session 2: Neonatal**
- Prioritizing mother’s own milk feeding in the NICU: Strategies for implementation - Paula Meier, PhD, RN, FAAN, Rush University Medical Center
- Neonatal Sepsis & Overview of Current NICU QI Projects - Michael Speer, MD, Baylor College of Medicine

Moderator: **Nancy Hurst, PhD**
1:45 – 2:45  
**CLASSROOM 104**  
**Breakout Session 3: Community Health**  
One Key Question and Contraceptive Deserts – Katherine Suellentrop, MPH, Power to Decide  
Birth Control & Title X: Implications on Women’s Reproductive Health Access - Kami Geoffray, JD, Women’s Health and Family Planning Association of Texas  
Policies and state-programs – Viveca Martinez, Texas Health and Human Services Commission  
Moderator: Janet Jones, MPH, CHES

2:45 - 3:00  
**Break**

3:00 - 3:45  
**ZLOTNIK BALLROOM**  
**Panel Discussion: Long-Acting Reversible Contraception (LARC): Access, Barriers and Reimbursement**  
Anitra Beasley, MD, MPH, Baylor College of Medicine  
Jennifer Bump, MD, MBA, FACOG, Baylor College of Medicine  
Moderator: Janet Jones, MPH, CHES

3:45 - 4:30  
**ZLOTNIK BALLROOM**  
**Presentation: Best Practices from ACOG Postpartum Visit Recommendations**  
George Macones, MD, MSCE, Washington University School of Medicine  
Moderator: Patrick Ramsey, MD, MSPH

4:30 - 4:45  
**Closing Remarks**

5:00 - 6:00  
**CLASSROOM 103**  
**Use of Simulation to Address Common Obstetric Emergencies**  
Sarah Page-Ramsey, MD, University of Texas Health Science Center - San Antonio

5:00 - 6:00  
**CLASSROOM 104**  
**Use of Simulation to Address Common Neonatal Emergencies**  
Kellie Kainer, RN, Texas Children’s Hospital  
Delinda Castillo, RN, Texas Children’s Hospital

6:15 - 8:30  
**ZLOTNIK BALLROOM**  
**Dinner Meeting**  
TexasAIM and TCHMB invite participants of the TCHMB Annual Summit to a special evening session with Dr. Ann Borders facilitating an interactive session on maternal safety quality improvement initiatives and collaborations. Ann Borders, MD, MSc, MPH, is a Clinical Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology at the University of Chicago, Pritzker School of Medicine and Executive Director of the Illinois Perinatal Quality Collaborative. Dinner will be provided at the session.

Panelists:  
Dr. Ann Borders, Dr. Lisa Hollier  
Dr. Manda Hall, Dr. Catherine Eppes  
Dr. Patrick Ramsey, Dr. David Lakey
Day 2, Wednesday, January 30, 2019

7:30 – 8:00
ZLOTNIK BALLROOM
Continental Breakfast available

8:00 – 8:05
Call to Order
David Lakey, MD, UT System Office of Population Health

8:05 – 8:15
Comments
John Hellerstedt, MD, Texas Department of State Health Services

8:15 - 9:15
ZLOTNIK BALLROOM
Keynote Presentation – Maternal Mortality: New Texas Data
Lisa Hollier, MD, MPH, Texas Children’s Health Plan and President, American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists
Moderator: Manda Hall, MD

9:15 - 9:45
Presentation – Upcoming Texas Legislative Session
Manda Hall, MD, Texas Department of State Health Services
Viveca Martinez, Texas Health and Human Services Commission

9:45 - 10:00
Break

10:00 - 10:45
ZLOTNIK BALLROOM
Presentation – Strategies for Addressing the Biggest Health Threats Facing Moms & Babies
Stacey D. Stewart, MBA, President, March of Dimes
Moderator: Charleta Guillory, MD, MPH

10:45 - 11:45
ZLOTNIK BALLROOM
Panel Discussion: Developing Novel Ways to fund Quality Improvement Projects
DSRIP Program and Title V – Noelle Gaughen, Texas Health and Human Services Commission
Women’s Health Funding – Viveca Martinez, Texas Health and Human Services Commission
Determining Needs and Cost of QI Project – Bob Hendler, MD, Texas Hospital Association
Working With Private Foundations – Elizabeth Krause, St. David’s Foundation
Moderator: Lynda Tyer-Viola, PhD

11:45 - 1:00
Lunch - Tejas Dining Room, AT&T Center
Concurrent Breakout Sessions
Purpose: To plan future TCHMB subcommittee quality improvement projects using best practices to address racial/ethnic disparities

1:00 - 2:00
ZLOTNIK BALLROOM
Panel Discussion - Behavioral Health and Substance Use
Maternal Substance Use - Brad Fitzwater, MD, Texas Department of State Health Services. Behavioral Health (Caring for prenatal women with mental health/anxiety) - Lucy Puryear, MD, Texas Children’s Hospital. Hospital Perspective of Maternal Substance Use - John Isaac, MD, Pediatrix Medical Group.

Moderator: Christina Davidson, MD

2:00 - 2:15
Break - move to breakout sessions

2:15 - 3:30
ZLOTNIK BALLROOM
Obstetrics
Facilitators: Christina Davidson, MD and Catherine Eppes, MD, MPH

2:15 - 3:30
CLASSROOM 103
Neonatal
Facilitators: Charleta Guillory, MD, MPH and Nancy Hurst, PhD, RN, IBCLC

2:15 - 3:30
CLASSROOM 104
Community Health
Facilitators: June Hanke, RN, MSN, MPH and Janet Jones, MPH, CHES

3:30 - 3:45
Move back to general session room

3:45 - 4:00
ZLOTNIK BALLROOM
Next Steps, Action Items and Closing Remarks

The conference was organized and coordinated by Funded by The Texas Department of State Health Services,

and through hosting contributions from the following organizations:

tchmb@utsystem.edu • Tel: 512 499 4397 • Fax: 512 499 4313